ELECTION OF THREE GENERAL REPRESENTATIVES AND ONE ENGINEERING REPRESENTATIVE TO THE 23RD STUDENTS' REPRESENTATIVE COUNCIL

GENERAL CANDIDATES
Bullock, Miss Chna; Druett, Miss Anita; Green-Davis, Alexander; Holland, Miss Janet; Hawks, John; McLaren, Don; Shuttleworth, Nick;

ENGINEERING CANDIDATES
Fletcher, Andrew; Leno, John;

Supports student representation on the University Council, the Subcommittees, Student Council, the Student Union, and the Finance Committee. Supports the full implementation of the University Association of Students (U.A.) in order to ensure the fullest possible participation of students in all university activities.

Fletcher, therefore no policy as yet.

I was quite happy to hear about the S.D.A. because of my past experience with the S.D.A. and I feel that it is a good idea to continue with the S.D.A.

I am NOT AGAINST EXTREMISTS as such. Everyone has a right to their own opinion.

POLICY:

To refrain from making any comment in the Student Union activities. I believe that it is the responsibility of the students to run the union and not the faculty.

To refrain from making any comment in the Student Union activities. I believe that it is the responsibility of the students to run the union and not the faculty.

GENERAL NOMINATIONS

Anita Druegan
Second year arts; debater; swimming; hockey; tennis; acting; swimming; basketball player.

Chila Bullock
First year arts; acting; swimming; tennis; basketball.

John Hawke
First year arts; acting; swimming; tennis; squash.

Alexandra Francis
Gladway Evans
(Law student)

General Nomination

North Shuteforth
No Policy Supplied

Andrew Fletcher
No Policy Supplied

Ann Harrington
Activities:

Vice-President, Women's Hockey Club; Captain on 2nd & 3rd Frasers' Teams; Camps 1969; Member, A.D.D.C. (International University Club); Geography Society; Women's Tennis; Golf and Squash Clubs.

Abingdon, NUACU Student Welfare and the Liberal Club.

INTERESTS:

For the first time On Dit comes out twice in one week.

Voting days will be 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, March 19, 20 and 21 in the S.R.C. Office.

N.B. Nominations were called for both Science and Technology representatives. Only one nomination was received for Science. Miss McKenna is therefore elected unopposed. No nominations were received from the Faculty of Technology and the position therefore revert to a General Representative.